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Water is the Blood of our Mother…..within her is the layers and layers of the substances created through Millions of Years of Evolutions upon
her…..We are taking from her internal systems that is the eco system of the Earth….
We have been seeing the changes….we know who is causing the problems…..most of us are so interlocked with our needs now because of growth
of modern technologies we can barely exist without the very sources of the negative effects upon this Earth…..If we do not stop this insanity She
Will stop US….She is the Mother and holds our lives within her realms of existence.
I once heard an Angry woman yelling at her Child with the most profound statement…..”I brought you into this world and I can take you out!”
Today those words echo in my head…..Is this how our Mother is feeling about us?
As we stand in unity……composing ourselves….composing our words for prayer….there are NO compromising…. We are standing, walking, living
on Sacred Ground…. Those that are seeking help to save Sacred Sites have a much bigger job than they realize….Our Earth is the Mother of all
Sacred Sites…
The Waters that flow upon her are sacred and we are destroying the essence of their purity, their natural flows, even their underground
aquifers……I cannot write any more of this…my heart aches.
You all know these words; each of us has felt the devastation in one way or another……the flooding waters are now flowing into the gulf to dilute
the toxins so that the waters will once more be clean for our ocean animal friend. Our Mother is a wonderful healer, for us and for herself. Please
do not underestimate her in any way!
Please let us stand together as a World Wide Sister/Brotherhood…. As One Person….a Uni-verse…Let us form our circles of healing energy for Mother, her
Waters and all of her Children that live upon her. For the next generations to come after us…let them be proud of our legacies.
For those of you called to do the Ancient Ceremony of the Water Ways, please let us know when you are scheduled to hold yours. By letting us know we can
create a roster so those that wish to tap into your time and can join your energies.

……AHO Walking Gently, With Honey in the Heart as Truth, Grandmother T. Whitedeer

Mother Earth Water Walkers
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Today I woke up at 5:15 a.m. excited because today has finally arrived. Sandy Stein and I will meet at Lac Courte Oreilles Reservation's tribal college at 9 a.m. with anticipation of meeting up with
Mother Earth Water Walkers. The Water Walkers will be coming through Lac Courte Oreilles Reservation on their way to Bad River on June 12.

The purpose of the water walk is to raise awareness to protect clean fresh drinking water from pollution and privatization around the world and to protect water for seven generations out. Water is a
gift not a commodity. Water is coming in a copper bucket which Grandmother Josephine Mandamin and others who have been carrying the water on and off since April 10. Men ofen have carried the
Eagle Feather Staff to protect women. Water Walkers are coming to Bad River to converge on June 12 from the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans Hudson Bay and the Great Lakes.

Will report on if we made the connection today. Sandy and I plan to walk with the Water Walkers from the tribal college to the Honor the Earth Pow Wow grounds. LCO has opened up the event to
the public and invites the public to come and meet the Water Walkers. There will be ceremony and feasting.

Mary Ellen Ryall is a council guide of the Sisterhood of Planetary Water Rites with headquarters in California. She will carry the intentions of women who shared that they wanted to be on this walk
with the Water Walkers. The names will be typed up and added to a small butterfly beaded medicine bag that she will wear as she walkes with the Water Walkers.

Karen De Main from Mother Earth Water Walkers called recently. She said the southern route will be at Lac Courte Oreilles (LCO) Ojibwe Reservation on Saturday
June 4. Walkers will come from New Post to Reserve and then walk on Trepania Road where the tribal college is. Sandy Stein and I plan to meet hopefully in the
college's parking lot at approximately 9 a.m. and wait for the Water Walkers there.
We will join them at this point and walk to the Pow Wow grounds passing the Tribal Offices and Grade School. Ceremony and feasting will take place on the Honor
the Earth Pow Wow grounds. It is a thrilling moment for all water sisters and brothers as Grandmother Josephine Mandamin comes to LCO from far away Canada.
She has been on the Sacred Water Walk since April 10. It was Grandmother Josephine who started this vision back in 2003 when she walked around Lake
Superior to stand up as a keeper of water sacredness.
At long last I will be able to walk with the Grandmothers and Water Brothers and Sisters and stand in solidarity to protect Mother Earth’s precious blood so that
future generations will have access to free and flowing fresh water. Water is a gift of the Creator and needs to be respected by all people. I will be carrying a piece
of paper that says Sisterhood of the Planetary Water Rites. It will be carried along with many other names who sent messages that they will keep the intentions in
their hearts on this day and join us in spirit. Names will be in my butterfly beaded medicine bag. All of the water sisters are coming with us.

I truly believe the movement is now galvanized from this sacred heart beat and is reaching out to the world and the world is waking up to the issue of water being a
gift not a commodity to be sold or polluted.
This is a very big event that started in 2003. Won't you take a few minutes and listen in to learn about protecting the water. Sandy Stein, Secretary and I will meet
at LCO tribal college tomorrow morning and plan to walk with Grandmother Josephine and other water sisters to Honor the Earth Pow Wow grounds where
ceremony and feasting will be provided for. In honor of the Grandmothers we will wear skirts over pants as it is a sign of respect
Lac Courte Oreilles Reservation is opening this event up to the public and we hope some of you can come and meet and talk with the Mother Earth Water Walkers
that have carried water from the Atlantic, Pacific, Hudson Bay and the Great Lakes. They will be converging at Bad River Reservation on June 12.
The water walkers have just left Ladysmith. Listen in to live video by News From Indian Country at http://livestre.am/O2D1
As some of you know, I am also a Council Guide for the Sisterhood of Planetary Water Rites which is a national water organization that was founded in California.
Visit their Website at http://www.waterblessings.org

.

Saturday morning, June 4, I drove up to Lac Courte Oreilles (LCO) Reservation in Hayward, WI and parked at the tribal college to wait for Sandy Stein, Secretary of Happy Tonics. Our plan was to
meet up with up Mother Earth Water Walkers and join them. First I must tell you that the old ravens that guard over the college let it be known I was there. They landed in trees near me and I bid
them good morning as they cawed. These ravens have been in the forest near and around the tribal college for years, perhaps even generations. I know because they or their descendents were there
when I graduated from the tribal college in 2003.Sandy arrived and we put on our skirts over pants to show a sign of respect and then we headed to Hwy. E going in the direction of Reserve. We said
our intentions silently and put down some sacred tobacco as we drove. I called WOJB the tribal radio station while we were on the road and a nice young man told me that the walkers were about at
the hill headed for Reserve. What hill I thought? Northwest Wisconsin is all hills since the four glaciers passed through this country long ago. Sandy understood that the walkers stayed on the
reservation last night in Old Post so she turned down a road that might be where they were.
And they were. The walkers of the southern direction have been walking since April 20th, carrying the salt water of the
Gulf of Mexico to Bad River, WI where it will meet with the other waters from the Atlantic, Hudson Bay and Pacific on June 12th.
The southern direction included Mississippi, Tennessee, Arkansas, Missouri, Iowa and Wisconsin - The walk is ongoing until the water from the south reaches Bad River, WINot knowing how to join
them in the well orchestrated walking event, she asked a driver with the back window displaying WATER WALKERS. His name is Brody and he said, "Jump in” and I did. He and his wife Barb
Baker-Larush have been on the road for along time and they were orchestrating the walk through the reservation. Sharon Day has been on the walk since April 20. It is so important that the water
never stops. It has to keep moving until it reaches its destination being Bad River on June 12 where all water walkers from the Four Directions will converge; Pacific and Atlantic Ocean; Hudson Bay
and the Great Lakes. The same respect is held for the Eagle feather staff that men usually carry to protect the water and the woman carrying the water. If a man or young male is not available than the
water carrier herself has to carry the staff also. The staff is sacred.

This photo shows Brody's wife Barb Baker-Larush carrying the copper pot and Isaiah Martinson running with the Eagle feather staff.

Barb Baker-Larush and Isaiah Martinson copyright Mary Ellen Ryall

Sharon Day copyright Mother Earth Water Walkers.

To start my walk, Sharon Day, one of the main event organizers and grandmothers smudged me so I would be pure before I carried the copper pail with water gathered from many clean and fresh
sources. Brody told me Sharon was in a hurry to get back home for a few days and had started to step up the pace so that walkers knew that it was important to help her in their own pace in order to

help Sharon achieve her goal. She has been walking through many states and was near closing of her part
of the walk. I think that was probably spurring her on. I was impressed that a Grandmother could walk at a clip like this. It was almost like she was dancing the steps as she fast walked to the beat of
drum music.I had to hold on to the pail handle and walk at the same time as the walker started to pass it to me. I matched my steps with hers until she was sure I was walking on my own. I felt
honored to finally be walking on this important journey. I have wanted
to be part of this walk since Grandmother Josephine Mandamin started walking with a vision of protecting and respecting water back in 2003 when she walked around Lake Superior. Brody told me
the walkers stayed at his house last night June 2, in New Post. In the evening they sat around a bonfire to relax after a long day. I must say I never saw such fit Native American women as I did today.
These are warrior women who have the heartbeat to walk from their hearts. They are dedicated to bring this important issue of fresh and pure drinking water forward for all species and for seven
generations out. The vision is global. Multinational companies don’t want us to know that they are buying up rights from countries to “OWN” the water. Colonization is still ongoing. Then the
multinationals turn around and bottle the water and sell it back to the very poorest of the poor in
developing countries such as in Africa. It is unethical to dishonor water in this way. Water is a gift from the Creator not a commodity to be bought and sold. While on the walk, I was happy to see Paul
DeMain was there doing a live stream from News from Indian Country. We have worked together on several occasions over the past few years. His wife Karen was there too but we were
concentrating on our roles
and didn’t have time to meet and greet. When I walked I felt empowered and in the silence all I could feel was my own breath and heartbeat. I remember there was drum music, sounds of singing
birds, sights of cotton fluff blowing on the wind from cottonwood trees and fragrant green forests on both sides of the street. It was an honor to finally be part of this sacred walk. A young man, Isaiah
Martinson, held the staff and ran beside me was focused as we both were. He did two runs, one after the other, and was my silent strength. I am a 66 year old woman with mild emphysema and it felt
so comforting to have a young warrior
beside me. Such a noble young man true to his Ojibwe culture.

This was a once in a lifetime experience for me. I wouldn’t have the physical endurance to do the action miles that are required to fulfill the total trip through many states. I am a Council Guide for the
Sisterhood of the Planetary Rites, founded in
California by Grandmother Tonya Whitedeer. I carried a butterfly beaded medicine bag handmade by Marilyn Vig, an artist in Rice Lake, WI. Inside were the names women who sent emails saying
they wanted to be with the water walkers
in spirit. Their names are: Worth Cooley-Prost, DC, Anna Dunn, MN; Cassie McCrow, WI; Anna Merritt, WI; Grandmother Tonya Whitedeer, CA and founder of the Sisterhood of the Planetary
Water Rites (SPWR) in CA; Kunda Wicce, Island
near France; Sandy Stein and Mary Ellen Ryall, Happy Tonics, WI and SPWR, WI chapter participated in the walk; Ginger Wilcox, WI; Chris Doolan Ottose, WI and Akasa WolfSong were women
who were spirit walkers. Inside the medicine bag was a prayer bundle of red cloth. Inside the small bundle was a pinch of sacred tobacco, made by Ginger Wilcox.

Sandy took lots of photographs which we will publish later because a CD needs to be made first and uploaded to my hard drive. I am so proud of her and her insight in knowing how important it was
for me as an elder to walk in this unfolding vision. Women
are the protectors of water. I would like to mention that Worth Cooley-Prost is an artist in Washington, DC. We are water sisters through Facebook and have never met. Worth recently sent a beautiful
water necklace that she was inspired to create through ceremony, moon and water. She doesn’t make her glass jewelry until she has been inspired by her rituals and ceremony first. Now I wear this
water necklace to all water ceremonies. I was wearing the necklace today and as I walked with thoughts of all the women who have touched my life, I touched the medicine bag with sacred intentions
within.

Saturday morning,
June 4, I drove up to Lac Courte Oreilles (LCO) Reservation in Hayward, WI and
parked at the tribal college to wait for Sandy Stein, Secretary of Happy
Tonics. Our plan was to meet up with up Mother Earth Water Walkers and join
them.

First I must
tell you that the old ravens that guard over the college let it be known I was
there. They landed in trees near me and I bid them good morning as they cawed.
These ravens have been in the forest near and around the tribal college for
years, perhaps even generations. I know because they or their descendents were
there when I graduated from the tribal college in 2003.

Sandy arrived
and then we headed to Hwy. E going in the direction of Reserve. I called WOJB
the tribal radio station while we were on the road and a nice young man told me
that the walkers were about at the hill headed for Reserve. What hill I thought?
Northwest Wisconsin is all hills since the four glaciers passed through this
country long ago. Sandy understood that the walkers stayed on the reservation
last night in Old Post so she turned down a road that might be where they were.
And they were. The walkers of the southern

direction have been walking since April 20th, carrying the salt water of the
Gulf of Mexico to Bad River, WI where it will meet with the other waters from
the Atlantic, Hudson Bay and Pacific on June 12th.
The southern direction included Mississippi, Tennessee, Arkansas,
Missouri, Iowa and Wisconsin - The walk is ongoing until the water from the
south reaches Bad River, WI

Not knowing how
to join them in the well orchestrated walking event, she asked a driver with
the back window displaying WATER WALKERS. His name is Brody and he said,” Jump
in” and I did. He and his wife Barb Baker-Larush have been on the road for a
long time and they were orchestrating the walk through the reservation. Sharon
Day has been on the walk since April 20. It is so important that the water
never stops. It has to keep moving until it reaches its destination being Bad
River on June 12 where all water walkers from the Four Directions will converge;
Pacific and Atlantic Ocean; Hudson Bay and the Great Lakes. The same goes for
the Eagle feather staff that men usually carry to protect the water and the woman
carrying the water. If a man or young male is not available than the water
carrier herself has to carry the staff also. The staff is sacred.

To start my
walk, Sharon Day, one of the main event organizers and grandmothers smudged me so
I would be pure before I carried the copper pail with water gathered from many
clean and fresh sources. Brody told me Sharon was in a hurry to get back home
for a few days and had started to step up the pace so that walkers knew that it
was important to help her in their own pace in order to help Sharon achieve her
goal. She has been walking through many states and was near closing of her part
of the walk. I think that was probably spurring her on. I was impressed that a

Grandmother could walk at a clip like this. It was almost like she was dancing
the steps as she fast walked to the beat of drum music.

I had to hold on
to the pail handle and walk at the same time as the walker started to pass it
to me. I matched my steps with hers until she was sure I was walking on my own.
I felt honored to finally be walking on this important journey. I have wanted
to be part of this walk since Grandmother Josephine Mandamin started
walking with a vision of protecting and respecting water back in 2003 when she
walked around Lake Superior. Brody told
me the walkers stayed at his house last night June 2, in New Post. In the
evening they sat around a bonfire to relax after a long day. I must say I never
saw such fit Native American women as I did today. These are warrior women who
have the heart beat to walk from their hearts. They are dedicated to bring this
important issue of fresh and pure drinking water forward for all species and
for seven generations out. The vision is global.

Multinational
companies don’t want us to know that they are buying up rights from countries
to “OWN” the water. Colonization is still ongoing. Then the multinationals turn
around and bottle the water and sell it back to the very poorest of the poor in
developing countries such as in Africa. It is unethical to dishonor water in
this way. Water is a gift from the Creator not a commodity to be bought and
sold.

While on the
walk, I was happy to see Paul DeMain was there doing a live stream from News
from Indian Country. We have worked together on several occasions over the past

few years. His wife Karen was there too but we were concentrating on our roles
and didn’t have time to meet and greet. When I walked I felt empowered and in
the silence all I could feel was my own breath and heartbeat. I remember there
was drum music, sounds of singing birds, sights of cotton fluff blowing on the
wind from cottonwood trees and fragrant green forests on both sides of the
street. It was an honor to finally be part of this sacred walk. A young man, Isaiah
Martinson, held the staff and ran beside me was focused as we both were. He did
two runs one after the other and was my silent strength. I am a 66 year old
woman with mild emphysema and it felt so comforting to have a young warrior
beside me. Such a noble young man true to his Ojibwe culture.

This was a once
in a lifetime experience for me. I wouldn’t have the physical endurance to do
the action miles that are required to fulfill the total trip through many states.
I am a Council Guide for the Sisterhood of the Planetary Rites, founded in
California by Grandmother Tonya Whitedeer. I carried a butterfly beaded
medicine bag handmade by Marilyn Vig, an artist in Rice Lake, WI. Inside were
the names women who sent emails saying they wanted to be with the water walkers
in spirit. Their names are: Worth Cooley-Prost, DC, Anna Dunn, MN; Cassie
McCrow, WI; Anna Merritt, WI; Grandmother Tonya Whitedeer, CA and founder of
the Sisterhood of the Planetary Water Rites (SPWR) in CA; Kunda Wicce, Island
near France; Sandy Stein and Mary Ellen Ryall, Happy Tonics, WI and SPWR, WI
chapter participated in the walk; Ginger Wilcox, WI; Chris Doolan Ottose, WI
and Akasa WolfSong were women who were spirit walkers. Inside the medicine bag was a prayer bundle
of red cloth. Inside the small bundle was a pinch of sacred tobacco. This was
made by Ginger Wilcox.

I gave the
little medicine bag to Brody’s Barb. She will know who should hear the story
when they sit around another bonfire.

Be happy
insectamonarca friends wherever you are.

Josephine Mandimin copyright Anna Martineau Merritt
I was connected like a spider in a web linking, posting, sharing and after I get the accounting done today, I will add to Website and Blogs.
This truly is taking a stand and at least the news, magazines and newspapers know that the people are the news and protecting our precious water. Everyone was
saying yesterday that they could feel the water was happy. I believe all the elements were rejoicing yesterday even the moon looked and felt happy when I went
out to say goodnight to her.
Blessings,
Butterfly Woman
Josephine Mandimin copyright Anna Martineau Merritt
I was connected like a spider in a web linking, posting, sharing and after I get the accounting done today, I will add to Website and Blogs.
This truly is taking a stand and at least the news, magazines and newspapers know that the people are the news and protecting our precious water. Everyone was
saying yesterday that they could feel the water was happy. I believe all the elements were rejoicing yesterday even the moon looked and felt happy when I went
out to say goodnight to her.
Blessings,
Butterfly Woman…..Josephine Mandimin copyright Anna Martineau Merritt

A very tired but happy, Grandmother

**********************************************************************************************************************

A Must see…….. I know you will enjoy this! http://www.wimp.com/catdolphins/
************************************************************************************************

A message from Grandfather Riel……

I Am ...
"I am" is the vibration of the Creative Principle in the universe.
(When Moses heard a voice say "I am that I am" at the burning bush, he
knew it was the voice of the Creator.)
Every time we use the words "I am" in speaking, we are creating
something -- and we might not know what we are creating.
When you light a fire every month on the 7th of the month, you feel
really good because the firelight purifies whatever harmful energetic
forms you may have unknowingly created by thoughts and words.
You don't have to believe it; I don't have to believe it; just do it!
Light a fire this Tuesday, June 7, and feel the gift of the firelight
-- purification and inner peace.
--Joseph Rael, Beautiful Painted Arrow
(note from Grandmother Whitedeer: Grandfather Rael’s face appeared to me on my wall 9 years ago. I asked him
who he was and he spoke to my heart….”Beautiful Painted Arrow!” I looked him up on the internet and there he was the same face that was moments before on
my wall. This remains a mystery to both myself and Grandfather.)

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
Message from Maria Yracburu:

June 17-22, 2011 is the Last Eagle Dance & Naiiees of the Fourth World. All Hedowachee ceremonies will be different and brand new starting in November 2011,
when the Fifth World begins with the Year of Inner Knowing. The time dynamic and how we manifest will not be able to be coordinated in the same fashion we
have known all our lives. Remain grounded, celebrate the positive, do not interpret through past experience, face everything as a new adventure, and all will be
well.
Now is the time to live our words, not just speak them. Remember the new thinking organ is not the head, but the heart. All things processed through the brain
will most likely fail. Go to the heart of truth and feel. Ukehi.

Water Blessing Bowl…vision by Whitedeer - Artist Lisa Lee
Lisa Lee, her artistic journey has been a road that continuously takes her back to her own center!, Lisa’s jars, bottles, jugs and decorative containers are coated
with a minimum of six protective layers and are finished with a non-toxic, harder varnish. They are water-safe, permanent and food-grade quality, so Lisa’s
customer’s regularly use them for storing oils, herbs, staples and other food items.
Whitedeer met Lisa at a Christmas Craft fair last year. She was very impressed with Lisa as she was so bubbly and free-spirited. Tonya Whitedeer imagined a
water blessing bowl and knew that Lisa would be the one to do the work with great honor and understanding of its ceremonial use. And here it is!

Lisa

Water Blessing Bowl

You may reach Lisa for more information at lisalee369@att.net

Please go to our web site www.waterblessings.org and visit our new page on Belvaspata. Rain will be
doing teachings on this work from the Divine Mother soon! We will be able to charge our own waters
for ceremony and self purpose.

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

SOLSTICE HARMONIZATION CEREMONY PRAYER FROM CIRCLE OF SOUND
Hola my Beloved Family of Circle of Sound!
Our Solstice Harmonization Ceremony is now very close and I want to share something with you that came to mind while in Sao Paulo, Brazil, for the March
Equinox.
We all realize how grand and powerful our ceremonies are, and more powerful they are as we are more united in consciousness. This concept of "United
Consciousness" is the foundation of Circle of Sound. So with the intention of uniting ever more for this ceremony, I am suggesting and inviting you all to share this
Unification Prayer before the ceremony starts. You will find it below and as a document attached.
Thanks for considering it. Thanks for uniting with us all once again!
I include a few photos that I received of the last ceremony in March below the prayer.
I love to know about the ceremonies and activities that our members are having. So let me know what your plans are. Often I know people in your area who would
like to attend the ceremony. Also, I love to receive photos of your ceremonies, like the ones below.
Many blessings to us all ways and always, Please go to the Web site for the Ceremony and Prayer
Daniel
www.circleofsound.org

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
The Divine Plan
Our Father-Mother God and the Beings of Light in the Realms of Truth are sending forth a Clarion Call to all embodied

Lightworkers; this includes YOU. We are being asked to respond to our Heart's Call and to gather within the portal of the
powerful 5th-Dimensional frequencies of Transfiguring Divine Love in Tucson, Arizona. Together we will form a mighty
transformer through which the Love of God will flow to secure our NEW Planetary CAUSE of Divine Love in the physical
plane on behalf of ALL Humanity.
We are in the midst of the greatest shift of consciousness ever to occur in the history of time. This shift is lifting ALL
Humanity into a new level of awareness that will eventually result in transforming this sweet Earth into a planet of Love,
Peace, Abundance, and Joy.
The level of higher consciousness we are tapping into is reuniting us with our own Divinity, and healing our self-inflicted
separation from our I AM Presence. Once this unprecedented shift of consciousness has been fully integrated into the
conscious minds and emotional, feeling worlds of Humanity, every soul will realize the Oneness of Life. Then each
person will KNOW that we can no longer rely on our mental perceptions or our logical thinking alone. People will clearly
understand that we must now reach into the wisdom of our hearts and tap into the Divine Potential that holds the vision
of who we are and why we are on Earth during this Cosmic Moment of Transfiguration.
Never has a planet that has fallen this far into the depths of fear and separation been given an opportunity to ascend in
consciousness at such an accelerated pace. We are always a sum total of all of our experiences, so as we complete our
shift of consciousness on Earth we will bring our unique collective experiences with us into our next evolutionary school
of learning. This means that our collective experiences will be recorded in the Halls of Knowledge and made available to
every evolving soul. Then the Sons and Daughters of God evolving throughout the Universe will be able to learn and
benefit from our experiences without ever having to delve into the depths of duality, pain, and suffering that the souls
evolving on Earth have endured. For this reason, the entire Universe is rejoicing, and the Company of Heaven is
assisting us in unprecedented ways.
For the activity of Light that will take place August 13-18, 2011, it is critical that Lightworkers from around the world be
physically present. Through our unified Heart Flames, we will form the transformer through which our NEW Planetary
CAUSE of Divine Love will be permanently secured in the physical world of form. The Lightworkers who have been
prepared to serve in this wondrous way, on behalf of Humanity and ALL Life on this sweet Earth, will know who they are
through the inner promptings of their heart. So listen to your heart, and Trust your inner guidance. Your Light is urgently
needed!
In addition to those who are inspired to be physically present, there will be Lightworkers who will join in consciousness
from points of Light around the world. These Lightworkers will project the Light flowing through their Heart Flames into

the Portal of Transfiguring Divine Love where the Lightworkers are physically gathered in Tucson, Arizona. Thus our
unified efforts will expand a thousand times a thousandfold.
Every Lightworker will be in his or her right and perfect place. No facet of this Divine Plan is any more important than
another. What IS important, is that we respond to whatever our I AM Presence is guiding us to do. We must Trust and
KNOW that if we are being guided to be physically present within the Portal of Transfiguring Divine Love, then our I AM
Presence and the Company of Heaven will assist us in paving the way. This is true whether we need assistance with
time, energy, better health, or money to accomplish this facet of our Divine Mission.
The vehicle that will be used for this gathering of Lightworkers is the 25th Annual World Congress on Illumination.
This event will take place August 13-18, 2011, during the 25th Celebration of Harmonic Convergence. We will gather at
the beautiful Loews Ventana Canyon Resort in Tucson, Arizona. This exquisite resort exists within the heart of the Portal
of Transfiguring Divine Love.
All of the information you will need to participate in this unprecedented opportunity is available on our website. Just go to
our Home Page www.eraofpeace.org and click on the box that says "The 25th Annual World Congress on
Illumination."
This sacred conclave will be a celestial experience for everyone involved. Each day, as we successfully fulfill one phase
of the Divine Plan, the Spiritual Hierarchy will reveal the next phase of the plan to us. As we sojourn through the various
activities of Light, under the Divine Guidance of our Father-Mother God and the Company of Heaven, our mission will be
victoriously accomplished.
This event will take place at Loews Ventana Canyon Resort, which is nestled in the unique beauty and the nurturing,
healing environment of the southwestern desert in Tucson, Arizona. The resort is surrounded by lush desert vegetation
and towering two- to three-hundred-year-old saguaro cacti. These expressions of the Elemental Kingdom stand as
mighty sentinels while anchoring the Light of God into the Earth.
When you enter this portal of Light, you will experience the awesome radiance of the Flame of Healing Through the
Power of Infinite Transmutation which cradles the Flame of Transfiguring Divine Love. As these Sacred Fires from the
Heart of our Father-Mother God bathe your Being, you will be blessed with the familiar feeling of coming home.
The World Congress On Illumination is truly a life-transforming event that will provide you with the opportunity to meet
old friends from around the world with whom you have been serving for aeons of time. Fellow Lightworkers will join

hearts with you and support you in your monumental service to the Light.
The Divine Plan we are being called to fulfill will be accomplished through myriad activities of Light. We will be joined at
inner levels by the Solar Logos from Suns beyond Suns, the entire Company of Heaven, the God Selves of ALL
Humanity, the Divine Intelligence that directs the Elemental Kingdom, the Mighty Elohim, and the Legions of Angels
throughout Infinity.
The entire Universe is supporting us in this wondrous endeavor. The Beings of Light have been given permission to
assist us in miraculous ways, but the Lightworkers on Earth are the predominant force bringing this Divine Plan into
physical manifestation.
Our responsibility is enormous, but as we join our hearts together, we have the absolute ability to succeed God
Victoriously.
Just for a moment, go within to the Divinity of your Heart Flame, and experience the overwhelming Gratitude and Love
pouring forth from the Legions of Light in the Heavenly Realms. Feel the deep appreciation they are sending to you for
your willingness to serve Humanity during this critical moment in the evolution of this precious planet. We are blessed
beyond measure to be able to assist all Life evolving on Earth in this miraculous way.
God Bless YOU, for your willingness to be the Open Door that will secure our NEW Planetary CAUSE of Transfiguring
Divine Love in the physical plane of Earth.
And so it is!
Patricia Diane Cota-Robles
New Age Study of Humanity's Purpose
a 501 (c) 3 nonprofit educational organization
************************************************************

Dearest Water Family:
This is going to be a very busy summer for most of us. Many have asked, “Why is it that I cannot make plans?
Everything that I try to schedule changes within a few days of the prepared activity.” Our most Divine needs us

for other matters, we have stepped forward into the positions of Light Bearers and now they are truly letting
us know what our true paths are!
I am so honored for these times, they are blessed and we are standing in the direction of energy strands from
beyond time! Please try and stay grounded and safe within your realms. There will always be those dark
shadows ready to block our work. By keeping our circles strong and united, they cannot harm us nor divert our
healing actions or intentions for our Mother.
I thank you all for your dedication and welcome all of the new Sisters that have been added to our
Circle…..AHO… Grandmother Whitedeer

